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Abstract
Due to a sharp discontinuity in the radio spectral index distribution at GHz
frequencies in its lobes, the radio galaxy 3C388 has long been considered an
example of AGN with multi-epoch activity. An alternative interpretation,
but less favoured, suggests that it represents a head tail radio galaxy seen
in projection. The goal of this work is to better characterize the spectral
properties of the source radio lobes in order to test these scenarios. For
this we use dedicated observations at 150 MHz performed with the Low
Frequency Array and at 350 MHz performed with the Karl G. Jansky Very
Large Array combined with archival data at higher frequency. We find
that the spectral index distribution at low frequency (280-1400 MHz) is
consistent with that previously observed at high frequency with values in
the range α1400280 =0.49-1.40 and α
1400
280 =0.60-1.70 moving along the Western
and the Eastern lobe respectively. Thanks to the extended frequency
coverage we have studied the spectral curvature over the entire source and
have found extreme values in the lobe outskirts (SPC=0.7-0.8), compatible
only with old ageing plasma. Interestingly, none of the radiative models
used to derive the source age (JP and Tribble) provides good fitting results.
This could be caused by mixing of particle populations with significant
age difference, and could support the presence of plasma originated from
multiple jet activity phases. Moreover, we find hints of a possible dichotomy
in the injection index distribution within the lobes (αinj ∼ 0.5 in the inner
regions and αinj ∼ 0.6-0.7 in the outer regions) that would further support
this scenario. Despite head tail radio galaxies can also show similar very
steep spectral indices at their edges, we favour the restarting jet scenario
over the head tail scenario. Indeed, the latter scenario would require
a very coincidental geometry and is incompatible with the radio source
being associated with the cD galaxy of the cluster. However, the source
interpretation remains complicated and we cannot exclude that projection
effects, are playing a role in defining the observed source properties.
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5.1 Introduction
In this era of new radio surveys at low frequencies such as the Low-frequency
Array (LOFAR,van Haarlem et al. 2013) Two-metre Sky Survey (LoTSS,
Shimwell et al. 2016), the GaLactic and Extragalactic All-sky Murchison
Widefield Array (GLEAM; Wayth et al. 2015), and the Giant Metrewave
Radio Telescope (GMRT; Swarup 1991) 150 MHz all-sky radio survey
(TGSS ADR1, Intema et al. 2017) many classes of rare sources are finally
going to receive a better characterization.
Among these are restarted radio galaxies, known for showing evidence
of multi-epoch Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) activity at radio frequencies
(e.g. Saikia & Jamrozy 2009). In particular, remnant plasma from past
jet activity is expected to be brighter at low frequencies, which therefore
are ideal for such studies. These sources provide the unique opportunity to
constrain the jet life cycle in extragalactic sources, i.e. the time scales of
the jet activity and quiescence (Morganti 2017). This is especially relevant
for galaxy evolution models, which require AGN feedback to explain the
observed galaxy mass function as well as the correlation between the mass
of the black hole and the galaxy bulge (e.g. Ferrarese & Merritt 2000, Di
Matteo et al. 2005, Fabian 2012; Weinberger et al. 2017). In particular,
both observations (e.g. McNamara & Nulsen 2012; Morganti et al. 2013)
and simulations (e.g. Wagner & Bicknell 2011; Wagner et al. 2012; Gaspari
et al. 2012) have shown that radio jets can considerably influence the
surrounding interstellar and intergalactic medium. Understanding their
duty cycle is therefore crucial.
In order to address the study of the AGN duty cycle in a systematic
way, we need to compile larger samples of restarted radio galaxies. To
perform focused and profitable selections of restarted radio galaxies in
future radio surveys it is essential and very timely to assess the actual
nature and properties of the few sources known so far.
Saikia & Jamrozy (2009) and more recently Kuz´micz et al. (2017) have
provided a collection of radio galaxies with evidence of multi epoch jet
activity. The most popular class of restarted sources consists of radio
galaxies with a pair of double lobes aligned along the same axis with
a common centre (Lara et al. 1999; Schoenmakers et al. 2000), usually
referred to as ’double-double radio galaxies’ (DDRGs). These sources are
usually powerful and are expected to form if the jet activity interrupts and
then starts again after a short amount of time (few Myr to few tens of
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Myr). In this case we are able to observe both the outer remnant lobes and
the new inner ones (Kaiser et al. 2000; Saripalli et al. 2003; Saikia et al.
2006; Brocksopp et al. 2007, 2011; Konar & Hardcastle 2013). Another
morphology that is thought to be related to restarted jet activity consists
of compact, bright radio jets embedded in extended, low-surface brightness
emission such as the source 4C 12.50 (Stanghellini et al. 2005), 4C 29.30
(Jamrozy et al. 2007), B2 0258+35 (Shulevski et al. 2012; Chapter 4)
and Centaurus A (e.g. Morganti et al. 1999; McKinley et al. 2013, 2017).
Other restarted radio galaxies with peculiar morphologies have also been
presented such as the source 3C338 (Burns et al. 1983), the source 4C 35.17
(Shulevski et al. 2015) and the source 3C219 (Clarke et al. 1992).
Recognizing restarted radio sources and defining their duty cycle is
challenging and can sometimes lead to misclassifications. It has been shown,
for example, that not all low surface brightness emission that resembles a
remnant from previous jet activity is actually very old aged plasma (e.g.
M87, de Gasperin et al. 2012; B2 0258+35, Shulevski et al. 2012, Chapter
4; Centaurus A, Morganti et al. 1999; McKinley et al. 2013, 2017). These
sources may actually still be fuelled by the nuclear activity or may have
experienced a short quiescent phase (few to few tens of Myr).
In this work we aim to investigate and assess the history of the peculiar
source 3C388, which for years has been claimed to be a restarted radio
galaxy due to the very unusual morphology and spectral index distribution
(Burns et al. 1982; Roettiger et al. 1994) of its radio lobes, as explained
below. A confirmation of this scenario would open to a new class of
restarted radio galaxies that should not be missed in new radio surveys.
3C388 is associated with a very luminous cD galaxy located in a poor
cluster at redshift z=0.0917 (Owen & Laing 1989; Schmidt 1965) with an
extremely dense intracluster medium (ICM, Prestage & Peacock 1988). X-
ray Chandra observations of the ICM show that the temperature of the
medium is ∼3.5 keV, that the galaxy is located in correspondence of the
X-ray peak and that cavities are present in coincidence of with the radio
lobes (Kraft et al. 2006). The host galaxy is one of the most luminous
elliptical galaxies in the local universe (MB = −24.24), it shows a weak
stellar nucleus in the HST image and it is classified as a low-excitation
radio galaxy (Jackson & Rawlings 1997). The radio galaxy 3C388 has
an extension of about 1 arcmin, which corresponds to 80 kpc at redshift
z=0.0917 and a radio luminosity equal to P178MHz = 4× 1025 WHz−1sr−1,
lying just above the Fanaroff-Riley I/II (Fanaroff & Riley 1974) nominal
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border line (P178MHz = 2×1025 WHz−1sr−1). Its radio morphology consists
of two large lobes with a broad central plateau of bright emission surrounded
by extended low surface brightness emission of similar shape (see Figure
5.1). An active compact core is observed with VLBI observations at 5 GHz
by Giovannini et al. (2005). A compact, hotspot-like emission is embedded
in the Western lobe well detached from the lobe edge and is connected to
the core by a narrow bent jet (Roettiger et al. 1994). Using considerations
on the jet/counterjet brightness Leahy & Gizani (2001) estimate that the
jet bends with an angle equal to ∼50 degrees with respect to the line of
sight. This inclination is further confirmed by Giovannini et al. (2005) using
VLBI observations (45-65 degrees).
Burns et al. (1982) and Roettiger et al. (1994) studied the radio spectral
index distribution of the radio lobes between 1.4 and 5 GHz and observed
a sudden steepening towards the edges of the lobes (with maximum values
of ∼ α50001400=1.6, S ∝ ν−α). The authors suggest that the duality in the
spectral index distribution indicates the presence of two different electron
populations with different ages and claim that the source consists of two
reborn jets that are inflating new lobes within old remnant lobes.
In this chapter we present new radio observations of the source 3C388
at frequencies lower than 1400 MHz. The aim is to probe whether this
source can be really considered a case of restarted radio galaxy and, if so,
to investigate the timescales of its duty cycle. To do this we use dedicated
observations at 150 MHz using LOFAR and at 350 MHz using the Karl G.
Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) and GMRT archival data at 610 MHz.
By combining these low frequency data with those at high frequency (1400
and 5000 MHz) presented by Roettiger et al. (1994), we study the spectral
distribution across the radio lobes.
This chapter is organized as follows: in Section 5.2 we describe the data
and the data reduction procedures; in Section 5.3 we present the source
properties resulting from the data analysis; in Section 5.4 we discuss the
restarted nature of the source in light of the new spectral properties derived.
The cosmology adopted in this work assumes a flat universe and the
following parameters: H0 = 70 km s
−1Mpc−1, ΩΛ = 0.7,ΩM = 0.3. At the
redshift of 3C388 z=0.0917, 1 arcsec corresponds to 1.679 kpc.
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Figure 5.1 – Radio contour map (top) and radio map (bottom) of 3C388 at 1.4 GHz
and 1.32 arcsec resolution taken from the online atlas by Leahy et al. (1996). The lowest





In this section we describe the data collection and data reduction procedures
that we have used to investigate the spectral distribution in the lobes of the
source 3C388. We present here new dedicated observations at 150 and 350
MHz, as well as archival data at 610, 1400 and 5000 MHz. All observation
properties were chosen so that the data are well matched in the uv-plane
at the different frequencies. A summary of the observations and image
properties is presented in Table 5.1 and 5.2.
5.2.1 VLA observations at 350 MHz and data reduction
We observed the source with the VLA in A configuration on July 28th 2015
using the P-band receiver. The target was observed for 2 hours while the
flux density calibrator, 3C286, was observed for 10 minutes at the beginning
of the observing run. We used a correlator integration time of 2 seconds
and recorded four polarization products (RR, LL, RL, and LR). The total
bandwidth, equal to 256 MHz in the range 224-480 MHz, was divided by
default in 16 sub-bands of 16 MHz with 128 frequency channels.
The data was calibrated and imaged using the Common Astronomy
Software Applications (CASA, version 4.7, McMullin et al. 2007) in the
standard manner and following the guidelines set out in the online tutorial
for continuum P-band data1. The flux scale was set according to Scaife &
Heald (2012). Nine sub-bands spread across the band were discarded due
to severe RFI contamination.
The remaining 7 good sub-bands were imaged together using multiscale
CLEAN with nterms=2. This image was used as the starting model to
perform phase self-calibration on each sub-band independently. To reduce
the computational time during imaging, each sub-band was averaged down
in frequency to 16 channels of 1 MHz bandwidth but no averaging in time
was performed. The final image for each subband was made using Briggs
weighting with a robustness parameter of 0 and pixel size equal to 1.5
arcsec. The images have a final beam of 4.1 arcsec × 4.5 arcsec and noise
of ∼ 1.5 mJy beam−1.
1https://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php/VLA_Radio_galaxy_3C_129:_P-band_
continuum_tutorial-CASA4.7.0































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.2.2 VLA observations at 1400 and 4850 MHz and data
reduction
We reprocessed the data used in Roettiger et al. (1994) at 1400 and 4850
MHz. The data consists of observations in A and B array at 1400 MHz and
in A and C array at 4850 MHz. The target was observed at 1400 MHz for
14 and 6.5 hours in A and B array respectively and at 4850 MHz for 7 and
5 hours in A and C array respectively. The source 3C286 and 1843+400
were used as flux density calibrator and phase calibrator respectively. The
correlator integration time was set to 10 seconds.
All datasets were reduced with the standard approach using CASA
(version 4.7). The data were manually flagged and calibrated using the flux
scale of Perley & Butler (2013). Phase and amplitude self-calibration were
performed. The final images were obtained by combining all observations
at each frequency and using Briggs weighting with a robustness parameter
of 0. The final image at 1400 MHz has a beam of 3.7 arcsec × 4.2 arcsec
and a noise of 0.5 mJy beam−1. The final image at 4850 MHz has a beam
of 4.8 arcsec × 5.1 arcsec and a noise of 0.1 mJy beam−1.
5.2.3 LOFAR observations at 150 MHz and data reduction
We observed 3C388 with the LOFAR High Band Antennas (HBA) on March
2nd, 2014. The entire Dutch array was used (64 antenna fields) providing a
maximum baseline of ∼100 km. 3C380 was used as a flux density calibrator.
The observations were performed in dual beam mode, i.e. the target and
the calibrator were observed simultaneously. The total bandwidth was split
in 2 chunks of 60 MHz, one for each source. 244 subbands of 195.3 kHz with
64 frequency channels were observed for each chunk in the range 116-175
MHz. The total integration time was 8 hours, the correlator integration
time was set to 1 second and four polarization products (XX, YY, XY, and
YX) were recorded. The observational configurations of the observations
are summarized in Table 5.1.
The data were pre-processed using the observatory pipeline (Heald et al.
2010). Due to its proximity to the target, the source Cygnus A was
subtracted from the visibilities using the demixing algorithm on the full
resolution data set (van der Tol et al. 2007). Afterwards, automatic flagging
of radio frequency interference (RFI) was performed using the AOFlagger
(Offringa et al. 2012) and the data were averaged in time and frequency
down to 5 seconds per sample and 4 channels per sub-band.
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The target visibilities were corrected using the gains derived from the
calibrator and the flux density scale of Scaife & Heald (2012). No direction-
dependent calibration was performed. Due to time constraints, for this
work we have only imaged a bandwidth of 12 MHz centred at 150 MHz.
The data were incrementally phase self-calibrated using increasing baseline
lengths for each calibration step. The initial phase calibration model was
derived from the VLA Low-Frequency Sky Survey (VLSS, Cohen et al.
2007) catalog and completed with spectral index information by using the
Westerbork Northern Sky Survey (WENSS, Rengelink et al. 1997) and
NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS, Condon et al. 1998) catalogues. The
imaging was performed using awimager software (Tasse et al. 2013).
Here we present the image obtained with this limited set of data
obtained using Briggs weighting with a robustness parameter of 0. The
final beam is 3.6 arcsec × 5.3 arcsec and has 15 mJy beam−1 rms noise.
The high noise is both due to the small bandwidth used as well as dynamic
range limitations caused by the high brightness of the target. An improved
image obtained after direction-dependent calibration will be presented in a
future work.
5.2.4 GMRT observations at 612 MHz and data reduction
The target was observed with the GMRT at 610 MHz and data were
published in Lal et al. (2008). The observations were performed on July
29th and 30th, 2005. The target observation was divided into 5 time-scans
for a total integration time of 2.3 hours. The source 3C48 was used as flux-
density calibrator and observed for 10 minutes at the beginning and the end
of the observing session. Data were recorded in single-polarization mode
using a correlator integration time of 16.1 seconds and a total bandwidth
of 33-MHz divided into 512 channels of 65-kHz each.
For this work we have reprocessed the archival data using the SPAM
pipeline (Intema 2014; Intema et al. 2017). We have adopted the Scaife-
Heald model (Scaife & Heald 2012) for setting the absolute flux scale. The
output calibrated visibility data were imported into CASA to produce
images at different resolutions. The final image was obtained using a
uniform weighting scheme and has a resolution of 3.5 arcsec × 6.5 arcsec















































































Figure 5.2 – Radio maps of 3C388 at 150 MHz (top-left), 392 MHz (top-right) and
at 612 MHz (bottom) with 6 arcsec × 6 arcsec resolution. Contours represent the
following levels: -3, 5, 10, 20, 100, 500, 1000 × σ where σ150=15 mJy beam−1,
σ392=1.5 mJy beam
−1 and σ612=0.8 mJy beam−1.
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5.3 Results
Here we combine the multi-frequency radio data presented in Section 5.2
to perform a complete spectral analysis of the source 3C388.
5.3.1 Morphology
In Figure 5.2 we show the new low frequency radio maps of the source at
150, 392 and 612 MHz. The morphology of the source at low frequency is
in agreement with that previously observed at 1400 and 4850 MHz (Burns
et al. 1982; Roettiger et al. 1994; Leahy et al. 1996). At 392 MHz we
measure a size of 1 arcmin using the 5σ contours as a reference, which
corresponds to 100 kpc at z=0.0917, and do not recognize any further
extension at low frequency with respect to the previously established size at
high frequency. The resolution at low frequency does not allow us to further
investigate the small scale structures recognized in previous studies, such
as the narrow jet and hotspot in the Western lobe (Roettiger et al. 1994).
5.3.2 Spectral analysis
In Table 5.3 we show the list of flux density measurements with respective
errors. The integrated flux density at each frequency has been measured
within the 5σ contours. The errors on the flux densities were computed by
combining in quadrature the flux scale error and the image noise as shown
in Klein et al. (2003). The flux scale error is assumed to be 10 per cent
for LOFAR measurements (Scaife & Heald 2012; van Weeren et al. 2014),
5 per cent for GMRT measurements (Scaife & Heald 2012), 5 per cent for
VLA measurements at P-band and 2 per cent at L- and C-band (Scaife &
Heald 2012; Perley & Butler 2013). In Figure 5.3 we show the integrated
spectrum of the source that we have reconstructed to verify the quality of
the flux calibration of our different observations with respect to previous
works.
In order to perform a spatially resolved analysis of the spectral
properties of the source, we have re-imaged all the data using the
same pixel size equal to 1.2 arcsec and a final restoring beam equal to
6 arcsec × 6 arcsec. Moreover, we have spatially aligned the maps using
the Gaussian fitting method detailed by Harwood et al. (2013, 2015) to
ensure accurate results on the small scales. Indeed, imaging and phase
self-calibration can introduce tiny spatial shifts that can compromise the
5.3. Results 161
















Figure 5.3 – Integrated radio spectrum of the source 3C388. Black circles indicate
the measurements presented in this work and red squares indicate measurements from
Kellermann et al. (1969) as a reference. The list of flux densities from this work with
respective errors is presented in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3 – Flux densities at all frequencies measured in this work with respective errors
derived as described in Section 5.3.2.












reliability of the spectral analysis and should be corrected. The method
consists of fitting point sources located near the target with a 2D-Gaussian
function and deriving the central pixel position. This is used as a reference
for the alignment, which is performed using the task OGEOM available in
the Astronomical Image Processing Software (AIPS) package2. After this
procedure, we find a maximum residual offset between the images of about
0.01 pixels, which is sufficiently accurate for our analysis. Unfortunately, it
was not possible to properly align the GMRT image at 612 MHz with the
other maps. Therefore, we decided to exclude it from the following study.
For the spectral analysis we have used the Broadband Radio Astronomy
ToolS software package3 (BRATS, Harwood et al. 2013, 2015). Here we
describe the procedures used in this analysis and we refer the reader to
the cookbook for a complete description of the methods underlying the
software.
We have computed three spectral index maps in the range 150-1400
MHz, 280-1400 MHz and 1400-4850 MHz respectively (see Figure 5.4),
considering only pixels above 5σ in each single-frequency map. The spectral
index value for each pixel is estimated using the weighted least squares
method.
To first order the trend of spectral index map at low frequency is similar




fidelity and sensitivity of our preliminary LOFAR image, we have decided
to exclude it from the following analysis and we postpone a full analysis to
a future work.
We have then studied the spectral index variation along two slices drawn
in the Western and Eastern lobe for comparison to Roettiger et al. (1994).
The slices were chosen as to go from the flattest region in the diffuse hot-
spot to the outermost edge of the lobe (see Figure 5.4).
We have also computed a spectral curvature (SPC) map defined as
α4850MHz1400MHz-α
1400MHz
280MHz . We note that in the regions located at the most external
edge of the Western lobe the spectral curvature is negative (the spectrum
flattens at higher frequency). This result can be attributed to an insufficient
image fidelity in those particular regions (see Harwood et al. 2013, 2015).
5.3.3 Spectral age modelling
For the age determination BRATS provides three different spectral models
that describe the radiative losses of the plasma via synchrotron emission
and inverse Compton scattering with the cosmic microwave background
(CMB). All these models assume that the electrons are injected in the
radio lobes in a single event at a time t0 with a energy distribution equal
to N(E, t) = N0E
p (where p is the particle energy power index), which
translates into a power law spectrum of the form S ∝ ν−αinj (where αinj
is the injection spectral index) and remain confined within them. This
assumption works reasonably well for resolved spectral studies since on
small scales particles are most likely part of the same injection event. As
the particle age the high frequency tail of the radio spectrum undergoes a
steepening due preferential cooling of high energy particles.
The Kardashev-Pacholczyk model (KP, Kardashev 1962; Pacholczyk
1970) and the Jaffe-Perola model (JP, Jaffe & Perola 1973) are the
classical models used in these studies and assume a uniform magnetic field
distribution. The main difference between the two concerns the micro-
physics of the electron population. While in the KP model the pitch angle
(the angle between the velocity’s vector and magnetic field) of individual
electrons is considered to be constant, the JP model assumes the single
particle to be subject to many scattering events that randomize its pitch
angle. This, in practice, is equivalent to assuming a time-scale for the
isotropisation of the electrons much longer than the radiative timescale.
This different assumption naturally leads to differences in the power law








































































































































Figure 5.4 – Top left - spectral index map in the range 280-1400 MHz; top right - spectral
index map in the range 1400-4850 MHz; centre - spectral curvature map α4850MHz1400MHz-
α1400MHz280MHz ; bottom left - variation of spectral index α
1400
280 along the radio lobes derived using
the slices drawn in panel top left; bottom right - variation of spectral index α48501400 along
the radio lobes derived using the slices drawn in panel top left. The spatial resolution of
all radio maps is 6 arcsec × 6 arcsec. The gray line in the bottom panels represents a
spectral index equal to α = 1 and it is shown for reference. The 0 value on the x - axis
corresponds to the most internal point in each lobe where the flattest spectral index is
measured. We note that one beam corresponds to five pixels.
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spectrum as well. In particular, for a given age the high-frequency cutoff in
the KP model is much smoother than in the JP model due to the presence
of particles with small pitch angles and lower energy losses. Despite the fact
that the JP model has always been favoured for its physical assumption, it
has been often shown to provide poorer fits with respect to the KP model.
A third, more recent model is the Tribble model (Tribble 1991, 1993),
which includes a more realistic magnetic field distribution. In particular, it
assumes the magnetic field to be spatially non-uniform (Gaussian random),
which, in the weak field strong diffusion (i.e. free streaming) case, can be
described by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution within each volume element
of the lobe. This has been further expanded to an implementable form by
Hardcastle & Krause (2013) and Harwood et al. (2013). The power of
this model is that it provides better fits than the classical JP model, while
preserving the physical description.
Due to their better physical validity, we have only considered here the
JP and the Tribble models. Note that for the spectral fitting we have
excluded the region corresponding to the core of the radio galaxy as it is
not expected to be well described by any of the spectral ageing models
presented above.
We have derived an average value for the magnetic field over the entire
source equal to Beq = 17.5 µG assuming equipartition conditions between
particles and magnetic field (Beck & Krause 2005). We have assumed
a power-law particle distribution of the form N(γ) ∝ γ−p between a
minimum and maximum Lorentz factor of γmin = 10 and γmax=10
6, with
p being the particle energy power index. The value of p has been set to
p = 2.1 according to the spectral shape that we observe at low frequency.
The particle content is considered to be equally distributed between heavy
particles and electrons so that their ratio k = 1. To calculate the volume
of the source we assume the two lobes to be ellipsoids with major axis
equal to a=34 arcsec and a=36 arcsec and minor axis equal to b=26 arcsec
and b=34 arcsec, for the Western and Eastern lobe respectively. A value
of S1400 = 5.6 mJy is used. We note that the computed value of Beq is
lower than the estimate by Roettiger et al. (1994) (28 µG), who assume
a steeper energy power index equal to p = 2.5 using the information from
the integrated spectrum. We note that Croston et al. (2005), Harwood
et al. (2016) and Ineson et al. (2017) have investigated the equipartition
conditions of a sample of FR II radio galaxies and have found the actual
magnetic field to be on average B ' 0.7 · Beq. Because in this work we do
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not make use of the spectral age values (see Section 5.4), we have decided
to neglect this correction.
To derive the best value for the injection index, αinj, we have performed
a series of fitting iterations over the entire source using both the JP and the
Tribble model and leaving αinj as a free parameter. Firstly, we have used a
grid ranging between 0.5 and 1 with a step size of 0.05. Secondly, we have
refined our grid to a step size of 0.01 around the previous minimum, in the
range 0.5 - 0.6. The best fit values averaged over the entire source obtained
using the two models are very similar: αinj=0.55 for the JP model and
αinj=0.54 for the Tribble model. Interestingly, we note that for both models
the best value of αinj is strongly dependent on the position within the radio
lobe, with values of αinj ∼ 0.6-0.7 at the edges of the lobes and values of
αinj ∼ 0.5 in the inner regions of the lobes (see Figure 5.5). Therefore, we
have performed the final spectral fitting three times for each model: one
using the best fit of αinj over the entire source, one using the best fit at the


























Figure 5.5 – Pixel by pixel best fit injection index value obtained using the JP model.
The final spectral age maps with respective χ2red (7 degrees of freedom)
maps obtained using the best fit αinj over the entire source are shown in
Figure 5.6. From the χ2red maps it is clear that both models produce very
poor fitting results. In particular, the fit can be rejected with 99 per cent
confidence for 53 per cent of the regions and with 95 per cent confidence
for 66 per cent of the regions when using the Tribble model and can be
rejected with 99 per cent confidence for 56 per cent of the regions and with
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95 per cent confidence for 70 per cent of the regions when using the JP




































































































Figure 5.6 – Spectral age maps of the source 3C388 and respective Reduced Chi-squared
maps with JP model (top) and Tribble model (bottom). The resolution of the maps used
for the modelling is 6 arcsec × 6 arcsec.
5.4 Discussion
Because of its morphology and spectral index distribution at high frequency
3C388 has long been claimed to be a restarted radio galaxy (see Section 5.1).
An alternative interpretation, but less favoured, has also been discussed by
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Burns et al. (1982), according to which the source would just be an head-tail
source seen in projection.
In this work we have further investigated the radio spectral properties
and radiative age of 3C388 by including new JVLA P-band observations in
the analysis, with the aim of disentangling the two scenarios.
5.4.1 Spectral index distribution
The spatial distribution of spectral index that we have computed in the
range 1400-4850 MHz is consistent with previous results by Roettiger et al.
(1994) (see Figure 5.4, top-right panel). In the Western lobe the spectral
index varies from α48501400=0.61, in the centre of the compact, hotspot-like
emission, to α48501400=2.00, in the most external edge of the radio lobe. In
the Eastern lobe, instead, the spectral index varies from α48501400=0.93, in the
centre of the diffuse hotspot, to α48501400=2.10, in the most external edge of
the radio lobe.
By studying the spectral index variation along the radio lobes (see
Figure 5.4, bottom-right panel) we confirm the rapid steepening towards
the edges observed by Burns et al. (1982) and Roettiger et al. (1994). We
find that α48501400 varies from ∼0.7 to ∼1.2 in the Eastern lobe and from ∼1 to
∼1.5 in the Western lobe, within a single beam. We note that the gradient
that we observe is partially smoothed with respect to that presented by
Roettiger et al. (1994) due to the effect of a larger beam in our images (a
factor 4 larger).
The new spectral index map at low frequency presented in this work
(Figure 5.4, top-left panel) agrees with the map at high frequency, with
flatter spectral indices in the vicinity of the centre of the radio lobes
(α1400280 =0.49 in the Western lobe and α
1400
280 =0.60 in the Eastern lobe) and
steeper spectral indices towards the edges of the lobes (α1400280 =1.40 in the
Western lobe and and α1400280 =1.70 in the Eastern lobe). As expected by
radiative spectral evolution models, the spectral indices at low frequency are
systematically flatter than those at high frequency over the entire source.
As for the higher frequency we study the variation of the spectral index
along one slice within both the Western and the Eastern lobe (Figure 5.4,
bottom-left panel). The variation of the spectral index at low frequency
is less pronounced than at high frequency. We find that α1400280 varies from
∼0.5 to ∼0.8 in the Eastern lobe and from ∼0.6 to ∼1 in the Western lobe,
within a single beam.
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Thanks to the extended frequency coverage presented in this work we
can now study the spectral curvature of the entire source (Figure 5.4, central
panel). We observe that in the inner regions of both lobes the spectral
curvature has values in the range 0.25 ≤ SPC ≤ 0.35, which are compatible
with the plasma being still accelerated by the jets. Moving to the outer
edges of both lobes, instead, the spectral curvature increases significantly
with values up to SPC=0.7-0.8. These values are typical of old ageing
plasma that is not replenished with new, freshly injected particles.
In light of the results at both low and high frequency, the spectral
classification of 3C388 is non trivial when compared with other radio
galaxies in the literature. FR II sources classically show the flattest spectral
indices at the lobe edges, near the hotspots, where the particle acceleration
occurs, and the steepest spectral indices in the regions surrounding the
core (e.g. Carilli et al. 1991; Orru` et al. 2010; McKean et al. 2016). On the
contrary, in FR I radio galaxies the spectral index may both steepen from
the core outward or from the lobe outer edges inward (Parma et al. 1999).
Lobed FR I radio galaxies tend to show the flattest spectral index values all
along the jets up to the lobe edges and the steepest spectral index values
in the surrounding regions (Laing et al. 2011). Instead, plumed (or tailed)
FR I radio galaxies have the flattest spectral indices in the core regions
which then get steeper with distance like in the source 3C31 (Laing et al.
2008; Heesen 2015; Heesen et al. 2017). Head tail radio galaxies, which are
interpreted as bent plumed FR I sources, also show this same spectral trend
and often a more prominent steepening towards the jet edges (Pacholczyk
& Scott 1976; Feretti et al. 1998; Sebastian et al. 2017). Along the tails
of these sources, jumps in the spectral index distribution have also been
observed, suggesting the presence of in situ particle reacceleration due to
turbulence in the intergalactic medium (Wilson & Vallee 1977; Sebastian
et al. 2017).
None of the spectral classes described above exactly matches what we
observe in 3C388 making it a special case. The high spectral curvature
observed at the lobe edges of 3C388 (up to SPC=0.7-0.8) proves that the
plasma in those regions is suffering severe energy losses and this is unusual
for a classical active radio galaxy. This may suggest that the outermost
plasma belongs to a previous burst of jet activity as proposed by Roettiger
et al. (1994). However, as discussed above, the observed spectral curvature
is also compatible with the most external regions of head tail radio galaxies,
so we cannot exclude that 3C388 is a head tail source seen edge on.
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5.4.2 Spectral ages
In Section 5.3.3 we present the spectral modelling of the radio source
performed to obtain constraints on the particle ages in the different regions
of the lobes. The results obtained with both models (JP and Tribble) are
very similar (see Figure 5.6). In particular, the ages in the inner regions of
both lobes have values equal to few Myr while in the most external edges
of the lobes they have values in the range 10-15 Myr. We note, however,
that both models provide very poor fitting results over the entire source as
shown by the χ2red maps (Figure 5.6, right panels). As a consequence, the
computed age values should be treated with caution.
This result is very puzzling as these models have been already success-
fully used for estimating the ages of many radio galaxies in the literature
(e.g. Heesen et al. 2014; Harwood et al. 2015; Heesen et al. 2017; Harwood
et al. 2017), including a small sample of head-tail radio galaxies (Feretti
et al. 1998). It suggests that the physical conditions of the plasma of this
radio galaxy cannot be described by the well-known spectral models that
we have used (JP and Tribble models).
One possible origin of the poor fitting results is the presence of strong
mixing of different particle populations within the lobes of the source.
Indeed, such particle mixing would make the simple assumption of a
single injection event, used in the JP and Tribble models, invalid. This
possibility has previously been discussed from an empirical stand point
by Harwood et al. (2013, 2015, 2017)) and recently supported through
numerical simulations by Turner et al. (2017), who show that the mixing of
different aged electrons strongly affects the spectrum of active galaxies at
each point of the radio source leading to wrong spectral age estimates. This
is especially relevant in FR II radio galaxies where the backflow of plasma
from the hotspots carries freshly injected electrons back towards the AGN
core causing a significant mixing of particle populations.
In the case of 3C388 mixing may become even more important if
we believe that newly started jets are expanding in old ageing lobes as
suggested by the restarting AGN scenario (Roettiger et al. 1994).
Non-intrinsic mixing related to projection effects may also relevant. In
the hypothesis of 3C388 being a head-tail radio galaxy moving along the
line of sight with a jet inclination equal to 50 degrees (as estimated by
Leahy & Gizani 2001), mixing must definitely play an important role, as
multiple electron populations could overlap along the line of sight causing
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the non-standard spectral distribution. We mention though that this is
not observed in the sample of head tail radio galaxies studied by Feretti
et al. (1998). In order for the mixing to affect the spectral shape at the
observed level, it is most likely that the it must be of plasma with a very
significant age difference. This again would point towards the presence of
plasma originated from multiple jet activity phases.
Intriguing is also the study of the injection index distribution within
the lobes. As shown in Figure 5.5 the spectra in the inner regions of the
radio lobes are best fitted with a model having αinj ∼ 0.5, while higher
values of αinj ∼ 0.6-0.7 are required by the outermost regions of the radio
lobes. This finding should be taken with care since, as mentioned above,
for none of the regions do we get optimal fitting results in terms of χ2red.
However, we cannot exclude that the observed distribution of αinj may
have a physical origin. If this dichotomy was true, it might be interpreted
as an indication of the presence of a double electron population in the two
regions of the lobe. We note that both values of injection indices are more
compatible with low power radio galaxies (Laing & Bridle 2013) than with
high power radio galaxies where αinj & 0.8 are observed (Harwood et al.
2013).
5.4.3 Interpretative scenarios
By combining our new findings with available information from the
literature we discuss here the two scenarios that have been proposed to
explain the nature of 3C388 i.e. the head-tail scenario and the restarted
activity scenario.
The possibility that 3C388 is just an head-tail radio galaxy seen in
projection was discussed and modelled by Burns et al. (1982) and Roettiger
et al. (1994) extensively. The authors conclude that the observed spectral
index between 1400 and 4850 MHz are inconsistent with simple diffusion
of electrons away from the source unless a very fortunate alignment is
assumed. The asymmetries in shape and spectral index observed in the
Eastern and Western lobes, as well as the one-sided jet, have been explained
with relativistic beaming effects. Moreover, based on the absence of
depolarization asymmetries in the two lobes, Roettiger et al. (1994) suggest
that the source is oriented close to the plane of the sky and disfavours the
head-tail interpretation.
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As discussed in Section 5.4.1 our new low frequency observations confirm
that the spectral index distribution within the radio lobes of 3C388 is very
unique among radio galaxies. However, the significant spectral curvature
observed at the lobe edges is compatible with that observed in the outermost
regions of the FRI source 3C31 (Laing et al. 2008; Heesen 2015; Heesen
et al. 2017) and few head tail radio galaxies (Pacholczyk & Scott 1976;
Feretti et al. 1998; Sebastian et al. 2017). Therefore, based on the soectral
distribution only, we cannot exclude a priori that 3C388 is just a ”normal”
active radio galaxy with bent tails along the line of sight and that projection
effects are shaping the observed spectral distribution.
This scenario, however, would require a very coincidental geometry
as already suggested by Burns et al. (1982) and Roettiger et al. (1994).
Moreover, head-tail radio galaxies are typically observed at the cluster
outskirts where their radio morphology is shaped by the galaxy movement
in the intracluster medium towards the cluster core. 3C388 is instead a cD
galaxy at the centre of a cluster and as such it is expected to be nearly at
rest in the cluster potential (e.g. Quintana & Lawrie 1982 and Oegerle &
Hill 2001). Therefore, it is unlikely to produce a narrow angle head tail,
which require velocities of many hundreds of km s−1 (e.g. O’Dea 1985).
We note that cD galaxies can host wide-angle tails, but then the required
alignment would be unusual.
We also mention that Chandra observations published by Kraft et al.
(2006) reveal the presence of a smaller subcluster 5 arcmin (500 kpc) away
from 3C388 with a ICM temperature equal to 1.9 keV. The authors propose
that this may either be falling toward 3C388 or has already passed through
the cluster core. In this last occurence, the interaction may have played a
role in shaping the radio source morphology (e.g. creating tails of plasma
by ram pressure stripping). However, Kraft et al. (2006) estimate that the
subcluster must have passed through the core of 3C388 about 500 Myr ago.
This timescale is about a factor 10 larger than the dynamical age of the
radio source equal to <65 Myr estimated by the same authors by assuming
the lobes to be buoyant bubbles expanding in the ambient medium at a
velocity equal to half the sound speed. Given the derived timescales the
idea of the interaction shaping the tailed radio morphology of 3C388 seems
to be unlikely. Furthermore, the compact, hotspot-like emission that we
observe in the Western lobe of 3C388 is not typical of a head tail radio
galaxy, whose morphology is typically closer to a bent tailed FR I source.
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In light of this, the recurrent jet activity remains the most likely
scenario. The passage of the subcluster mentioned in the previous
paragraph is incompatible with the jet intermittence. However, the
connection with the original AGN triggering may still hold as a time delay
of the order of few hundred Myr can exist between the actual interaction
and the AGN switch on (Shabala et al. 2017).
As discussed in Section 5.4.2 the big uncertainties on the electron ages
obtained via spectral ageing modelling do not allow us to infer a conclusive
duty cycle estimate. While not definitive, the indication we find that the
injection index may have a dichotomous behaviour coinciding with the inner
and outer regions of the lobes is interesting and, could provide evidence in
favour of the restarted jet activity hypothesis.
Studies of restarted sources with double-double morphology find that
the injection index value of the outer and inner doubles are similar within
the uncertainties (e.g. Konar et al. 2006). As the second generation of
jets must expand in the old plasma cocoon inflated by the previous jet,
which is less dense than the surrounding ambient medium, the similarity
of injection index suggests that the particle acceleration mechanism does
not depend on the external environment. Therefore, if the dichotomy in
injection index observed in 3C388 is confirmed it would represent a unique
case among the restarted radio galaxy population and motivate new source
evolution models.
To conclude we mention here that there are few sources already known
in the literature, such as 3C303 and 3C310 that have been suggested to be
restarted radio galaxies (Kuz´micz et al. 2017) and have similar morphologies
to 3C388 i.e. compact, hotspot-like emission embedded in extended diffuse
radio lobes. For these sources it would be interesting to investigate the
spectral index distribution to search for similarities with the source 3C388.
5.5 Conclusions
In this work we have investigated the nature of the radio galaxy 3C388 using
low frequency observations, in the range 280-400 MHz, in combination with
high frequency archival data at 1400 and 4850 MHz. In particular, our aim
was to test the scenario of restarted jet activity proposed by Roettiger
et al. (1994). This is of particular interest in the context of new searches of
restarted radio sources in new low frequency surveys like LoTSS. Here we
summarize our main findings.
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(i) The spectral distribution within the radio lobes in the range 280-
1400 MHz reflects what has been observed at higher frequency (1400-
4850 MHz) by Roettiger et al. (1994) i.e. an increasing steepening from
the inner regions of the lobes toward the lobe edges. However, at lower
frequencies the spectral indices are systematically flatter than at high
frequency, as expected by radiative evolution models, with values in the
range α1400280 =0.49-1.40 and α
1400
280 =0.60-1.70 in the Western and in the
Eastern lobe respectively.
(ii) By combining the new low frequency spectral index map with that
at high frequency we have studied the spectral curvature and have found
extreme values in the lobe outskirts (SPC=0.7-0.8), compatible with old
ageing plasma that is not replenished with new, freshly injected particles.
(iii) Neither the JP radiative model nor the Tribble model provide
good fitting results to the pixel-by-pixel source spectrum. This suggests
that the physical assumption of a single particle population made in these
models does not meet the physical conditions of the plasma in the lobes.
Mixing of particle populations with significant age difference may justify
this result pointing towards the presence of plasma originated from multiple
jet activity phases. The poor fit results prevent us from deriving reliable
age estimates for the plasma in the different regions of the source.
(iv) By fitting the pixel-by-pixel source spectrum leaving the injection
index as a free parameter we find hints of a possible dichotomy in the
injection index distribution within the lobes. In particular the spectra in
the inner regions of the radio lobes are best fitted with a model having
αinj ∼ 0.5, while higher values of αinj ∼ 0.6-0.7 are required by the
outermost regions of the radio lobes. This might be an indication of the
presence of a double electron population in the two lobe regions but needs
to be confirmed.
(v) In light of these results, we favour the restarting jet scenario over the
head tail scenario. Indeed, the latter case would require a very coincidental
geometry and is incompatible with the radio source being associated with
the cD galaxy of the cluster. The high spectral curvature, possible particle
mixing and αinj dichotomy discussed above seem to provide support to
the restarting jet scenario. However, the source interpretation remains
complicated and we cannot exclude that other effects, including projection
effects, are playing a role in defining the observed source properties.
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(vi) Better statistics on the spectral index distribution in radio galaxies
coming from new generation radio surveys (see Harwood & Morganti 2016)
will enable us to understand how unique this source is and to assess whether
the study of the pixel-by-pixel spectral index map of a source can be used
for selecting restarted radio galaxies blindly.
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